**Project Activities:**
Luke Tracy met with the Windows Core Working Group to discuss current and future issues and needs for identity data in the campus Active Directory forest. Much of the conversation centered on issues with ‘inactive’ accounts being provisioned from UMOD to Active Directory. Some units in AD would like to see far fewer accounts be allowed to authenticate to Active Directory while others did want the accounts limited. This confirmed the need for the Windows community on campus to come together and decide who should be provisioned to Active Directory in the future.

**Design Team Activities:**
The Design Team finished reviewing IDM solutions and components that already exist on campus, including PeopleSoft Tools, UMIAC, and MCIT’s use of Novell Identity Manager.

The team finalized the vendor proposal evaluation form and independently evaluated the vendor proposals received from Microsoft, Oracle, Novell, and Siemens. A preliminary discussion of the proposals was conducted as a team.

**Governance Board Activities:**
The Governance Board posted two documents to the Enterprise Directory website, a glossary of terms and a summary of Governance Board activities thus far. During the January meeting roles as they pertain to provisioning scenarios and the data required to provide and maintain them were discussed.

**Next Steps:**
Luke Tracy will meet with the LANNOS Windows team to discuss exactly what work can be done now in preparation for Active Directory being provisioned from a future Enterprise Directory.

The Design Team will compare and discuss the vendor proposals and evaluations as a group and create a short list of vendors to pursue further, including presentations and demonstrations.

Continued discussions of roles and role data will be held at the February Governance Board meetings.